Contraptions:

From Page A1

1980 Toyota Corolla, windshield wipers, radiator hose, headlamp casings and accelerator pedals.

From atop the 5-foot-tall contraption, ball bearings looped through a Guggenheim Golgotha (large water bottle), the Passage of Darkness (hose) and Seesaw of Sorrow (wipers) to the Highway to Hell (signed as Route 666, of course) into the Gyre of Despondency (headlamps) to trigger the Jacob's Ladder (pedals) into pitching a golf ball down a Mega Ramp, launching it toward Heaven—a perfect strike.

For good measure, images of the 14 stations of the cross, Cerberus the Hellhound, Charon the Ferryman and the devil himself adored the project. An iPod rendition of "Highway to Hell" and "Stairway to Heaven" tunes lent to the mood.

"I jumped up and down, when it made it. I was pretty relieved," Mack said after the golf ball nailed its target on both tries. Not a bad ending for a $6.21 project first sketched on a Burgerville place mat.

It took about a month's hard work, Mack said—most of it (gulp) on Sundays."I barely slept the last couple nights. But, I'll recover," he said.

Andrew McConathy sets up a golf club to strike a golf ball for the Rube Goldberg competition at Clark College. Engineering student teams focused on complicated methods to reach a simple goal.
Central Vancouver —
Minnehaha and The Heights

Central Park: Clark College hosted the regional Vocational Industrial Clubs of America/SkillsUSA welding and machining contests on March 1. Battle Ground High School walked away with the first five places in the welding competition, with Blake Byers first, Richard Barnes second, Cody Strong third, Kyle Boden fourth and Tim Walker fifth. The top three winners of the machining contest all came from Mountain View High School, with Camden Thrasher first, Alex Korkotov second and Colin Lease third.

Central Park: Clark College has renamed its workforce development unit “Workforce Education” as part of broader efforts to streamline job training at the college. The changes began in summer 2017, when the unit became part of the college’s office of instruction. In addition, Clark is restructuring three positions in its office of instruction and its former workforce development unit. The new positions are: dean of instructional planning and operations, held on an interim basis by Sylvia Thornburg; director of instructional programming and innovation, held by George Reese; and director of workforce education and economic development, held on an interim basis by Joe Renouard. The college is conducting nationwide searches to fill the dean and workforce education director slots.

Marion: Jamie Hawkins, a physical education teacher at Marion Elementary School, has received a $3,500 equipment and training grant.
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For good measure, images of the 14 stations of the cross, Cerberus the Hellhound, Charon the Ferryman and the devil himself adorned the project. An iPod rendition of “Highway to Hell” and “Stairway to Heaven” tunes lent to the mood.

“I jumped up and down, when it made it. I was pretty relieved,” Mack said after the golf ball nailed its target on both tries. Not a bad ending for a $6.21 project first sketched on a Burgerville place mat.

It took about a month’s hard work, Mack said — most of it (gasp) on Sundays. “I barely slept the last couple nights. But, I’ll recover,” he said.
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Andrew McConathy sets up a golf club to strike a golf ball for the Rube Goldberg competition at Clark College. Engineering student teams focused on complicated methods to reach a simple goal.